A linear and exponential (sqrt2 rule) combined curve fitting (CF) is proposed for low-energy shared cache partitioning. Considering cache's inherent characteristics between cache miss rate and its size, function with an exponent of (1-sqrt2) fits the region of non-linear high-utility cache size, while linear function fits both regions of linear high-utility and low-utility cache size. Using the fitted functions, we proposed a scheme with purely mathematical formulization of energy consumption, which helps fast and efficient shared cache partition. Experimental results show that CF based shared cache partitioning scheme achieves up to 34.5% energy savings compared with other traditional techniques. Moreover, our approach has a high prediction accuracy for the shared cache miss rate and the energy.
Introduction
Reducing the energy consumption of the shared cache is essential in multi-application MPSoC platforms. Cache interference among multiple applications may increase the energy consumption of the memory subsystem and deteriorate its performance. There are many cache partitioning schemes [1, 2, 3] to avoid the interferences among different applications. However, few solutions carried out systematic analysis to minimize energy consumption, and cache miss rate minimization cannot always achieve energy savings. As for partitioning, integer linear programming (ILP) can achieve good results but consumes too much time [4] . Therefore, a systematic and effective cache partitioning scheme is necessary to derive the minimum energy consumption rapidly and efficiently. In this letter, based on curve fitted energy formulation, we propose a cache partitioning scheme, which assigns cache ways to applications. Curve fitting is utilized in many works about caches, it is used for cache modeling [5] and management [6] and shows good feasibility and accuracy. Our work starts from analyzing the characteristic of cache miss rate, then two types of lines are chosen to fit the curve of cache miss rate according to the cache size. With the fitted curve function, cache partitioning problem for various goals is eventually transformed into a mathematical extremum problem. Both the static and dynamic power of the shared cache as well as the main memory are taken into account and the scheme finds a global optimal partitioning result with minimum energy consumption. All these works can be done at a very early stage of the design flow. Besides, the fitted curve is continuous, which can be used to solve cache partition problems of various granularities without sampling the data again.
Curve fitting based cache partitioning
The proposed scheme consists of three major steps, i.e., Memory Access Estimation (MAE), Curve Fitting (CF) and Cache Partition (CP). MAE is the first step. For each application, it outputs the number of cache misses under different configurations of way number, instruction number and memory access instruction number. CF is the second and key step which re-expresses the cache miss rate from discrete data obtained in MAE step to formulized functions. In order to fit the curve of miss rate, two issues must be considered. First, the types of cache miss rate line are carefully selected. Cache miss rate resembles the sqrt2 rule when the cache size increases [7] . So it is reasonable to use the power function to fit the curve. Moreover, it is also obvious that the cache miss rate of applications shows linear relationship with the cache size, especially when the application is in cache saturate region [2] . Therefore, linear type curve is also suitable for fitting. Another issue is to find the inflexions between sub-regions. Our scheme partitions a shared cache on way granularity. And the diversity of decrements is used to decide inflexions. The algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 (a) and an example is shown in Fig.1 (c) . Nm(n) denotes the miss number of memory references with n ways of the shared cache. Line 3 calculates the average decrement of Nm(n). Line 4 presents the initial potential number of the inflexions, which is denoted as INF. As 1 and W cannot be the number of cache ways of the inflexions, INF equals to W minus 2. Line 7 to Line 14 try to find the inflexions, of which the amplitude of variation of the decrement of Nm(n) exceed the threshold. And the threshold should be increased for the next iteration until the number of inflexions is no more than 2.
Inflexions separate a curve of cache miss rate into three sub-regions at most as shown in our algorithm. And the types of curves are either linear or exponential with the power of about (1 − √2) (-0.7 to -0.3 actually) [7] . So curve fitting can be done for each sub-region as shown in Fig. 1 1 (d). The inputs are way numbers and the corresponding cache miss access numbers, denoted as (x, y) pairs in Line 1. The output is a miss rate function (MRF) of cache miss number with respect to the way number, i.e., Nm=f(ways). From Line 1 to Line 3, if the correlation of the linear fitting is higher than the threshold, the MRF is obtained and it is a linear curve. From Line 5 to Line 9, the exponential fitting is performed. If the power is between -0.7 and -0.3 and the correlation is larger than the threshold, the MRF is derived and it is an exponential curve. Otherwise, linear curve is used as the MRF as shown in Line 11 and Line 12. The linear fitting algorithm is presented in Line 13 to Line 15. In our curve fitting algorithm, linear type with high correlation is given higher priority than exponential type with high correlation because exponential type has one extra transformation. If neither of the two types with high correlation can be used for fitting, linear type with lower correlation is used. Once a fitted curve of cache miss rate for an application is obtained, we apply it to energy consumption function. The energy model in [9] is used, which has a comprehensive consideration for the energy consumption of a typical memory subsystem. The definitions of the variables are listed in Table I :
where Edyn = NhitEhit + NmEmiss It is assumed that the energy consumption is proportional to the activated size of the cache. Then we use memory access numbers and cache miss rate to derivate the equation:
Esta = Esta_per_cyc(mem_acc_inst_cycles + other_inst_cycles) Combining the factors of cache miss rate (Rm) and cache size (Sc), we rewrite equation (5) and (6) From the equations (1) and (7) ~ (10) we can formulate the energy consumption of shared cache with different numbers of cache ways:
Emem(ways) = Af(ways)(ways/W) + B(ways/W) + Cf(ways) (11) A, B and C in Equation (11) are system or application related constant values which can be concluded from CPU specification, MAE and energy estimation in the proposed scheme flow, where
In our scheme, the final step CP is to figure out the way numbers for each application and its corresponding energy consumption. Based on our curve fitting result, this is purely an arithmetic problem that can be solved by many available tools. A set of integer variables wi are used to denote the number of ways assigned to the i th application. And the problem statement is: for N applications and a W way shared cache, find a cache partitioning scheme that minimizes the energy consumption of the memory subsystem ∑ ( ) 1 , with the constraints that ∑ ≤ 1 .
Experimental results
In order to evaluate the CF based cache partitioning scheme, we run integer applications in SPEC2006 on GEM5 [8] with ARM architecture in step MAE to prepare the discrete data for the next step CF. The simulator is configured with ARM Cortex-A8 architecture, 16KB L1 instruction and data cache per core, a 2MB 16-way associative shared L2 cache, and 512MB main memory. CACTI [10] is used to estimate the energy parameters of the shared cache. We run each benchmark with at least 250M committed instructions. K and T in the algorithm of Fig. 1 are set to 1 and 0.7, respectively. Table II shows the average and the maximum error of the shared L2 cache miss rate between CF prediction and the simulated results. We compare L2 cache miss rates from 1 way to 16 ways for each benchmark. In Table II , most benchmarks show a very low average error which is less than 3%. Only 403.gcc and 483.xalancbmk are the exceptions which are a bit over 10%. Maximum prediction error follows the similar trend as average error, less than 15% error for all benchmarks except for the two mentioned (403 and 483) above. Benchmark 462.libquantum is also special, because it saturates as soon as one way is allocated and the miss rate keeps the same when the way number increases.
We run multi-program on GEM5 multi-core processor to evaluate the energy savings with our cache partitioning scheme. Dual-, quad-and octo-core systems are evaluated, and their corresponding benchmark sets are grouped with 2, 4 and 8 benchmarks. All benchmark sets are executed under the condition that shared L2 cache is unpartitioned (MIX), even-partitioned (EVEN) and CF based partitioned (CFP). CFP results are also compared with the energy consumption calculated by traversing the whole exploration space (REF 
